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Session overview 
• Jorum – brief background and demo
• OER – some definitions; the UKOER Programme
• Any questions?
• Discussion in small groups
• OER and pedagogic considerations
• Engaging with OER
• Keeping up-to-date with Jorum developments
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Session Learning Outcomes
By the end of this session, delegates will be able to:
• understand the value of sharing and repurposing                 

resources, both for themselves, their institutions and their 
learners  

• locate Jorum as a source of freely available Open Educational 
Resources (OER), and understand how they can both 
contribute and use these resources
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What is Jorum?
• a FREE online service providing access to 

learning and teaching resources 
• thousands of resources shared by the UK Further 

and Higher Education Community
– mainly OER (Open Educational Resources),                 

licensed under Creative Commons – anyone can 
download and use these!

– Jorum EducationUK – new licensing option

• JISC-funded; run by UK National Data Centres
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• Identifying elements: the flame test experiment – Paul 
Hatherly, Open University.

• Collaborative writing: web2practice, JISC Netskills.

• Reading Skills Tutorial - Julia Braham and Marion 
Bowman. 

• Making group-work work - Peter Hartley, LearnHigher.

• Incorporating an understanding of poverty into 
assessments of children and their families - Colin Paton,  
SCIE.

• Virtual Pain Manager - Barry Richards, University of 
Glamorgan. 
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Demonstration
• http://www.jorum.ac.uk/
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So what are OER?
• anyone can download, reuse and repurpose OER 

within the terms and conditions of use in the 
resource’s CC licence

• OER infoKit
• UKOER Pilot phase Synthesis and Evaluation report
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Supporting the UKOER Programme
• jointly managed by JISC and HEA
• all projects’ resources in Jorum – tagged #UKOER
• Phase 1: April ‘09 – April ’10

– Pilot projects and activities around the open release of                        
learning resources – for free use and repurposing                    
worldwide

• Phase 2: August ‘10 – August ’11
– Building on release of OER; examining reuse and                       

discovery of OER – by academics
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The UKOER Programme aims to 
stimulate “lasting changes in pedagogic 
practice”, resulting in “support for new 
models of learning” 

David Sadler, Higher Education Academy
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Issues for discussion
1. Why share and repurpose OER – pedagogically, 

and practically?
2. What are the implications of ownership / reuse for 

pedagogic practice?
3. What would make sharing and reuse easier?
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OER and pedagogic innovation
• using OER can enable you to

– complement your teaching repertoire
– obtain ideas and inspiration
– learn about learning design
– focus on pedagogy instead of content creation

• technical skills? 
• Open Materials for Accredited Courses (OMAC) strand of UKOER

• Rachel Wicaksono on the award-winning                                           
“English as a Lingua Franca” resource: 

http://vimeo.com/7471942
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OER and learners
•using OER can provide learners with a greater variety of 
learning experiences – increasing engagement

– Open Nottingham Seminar, 7th April 2011 –
Steve Stapleton: “OERs do save time and students do use them”

– recent case study; student feedback showed that repurposing 
enhanced the resource  

•students as co-creators of OER?
– OER infoKit – “Learning and Teaching considerations” section
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Other reasons to engage with OER
•Enhancing reputations: academic and institutional

– new academics
– reward and recognition
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Sharing resources with Jorum “gains exposure for us 
and the university, and opens doors for possible 
collaboration with other universities”   

Mark Dransfield, York St John University
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Reinventing wheels…?
• “It’s becoming to me as [if] you are almost a negligent 

academic if you don’t go out and look for the OERs before 
you start developing things.”

Terry Anderson, Athabasca University, Canada
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“Jorum can save us time. Using 
materials from Jorum means that we do 
not have to start from scratch and 
create resources ourselves. There is a 
wide variety of content so you never 
know what you might find.” 
Carolyn Groom, Carnegie College
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So how does Jorum help?
• supporting and adding value to open sharing

– Jorum enables resources to be discovered and downloaded,     
providing a trusted source of designated learning and teaching 
resources

• helping you to manage and disseminate your 
resources
– security of a national collection (which is growing) 
– Jorum and Google – making resources more visible and discoverable
– Jorum widgets
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The Jorum widgets
• Search
• User 
• Subject 

Jorum widget builder:
http://www.jorum.ac.uk/widget
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Future developments
• Clearer navigation and access
• Advanced search by licence type
• Making our code open source
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In conclusion:  
• the value of sharing – and reusing – resources is 

high 
• as a JISC-funded national repository, Jorum 

supports academics in developing attributes that  
21st century technology enhanced learning requires

• Jorum can support and add value to open sharing:
– by enabling material to be shared, discovered and downloaded openly 

under Creative Commons licensing;
– by providing a trusted source of online learning and teaching resources;
– by increasing the visibility of these resources
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Keeping in touch
• contact Jorum Support :

support@jorum.ac.uk
• join the Jorum Update discussion list:                

http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/JORUM-UPDATE

• join us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter :
http://www.facebook.com/JorumTeam
http://twitter.com/JorumTeam
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Useful links
• Jorum: http://www.jorum.ac.uk

– Licensing guide: http://www.jorum.ac.uk/help/guides/licensing

• Creative Commons: http://www.creativecommons.org

• EDINA:   http://edina.ac.uk/

• Mimas:   http://mimas.ac.uk/

• JISC:   http://www.jisc.ac.uk/

• HEA:  http://www.heacademy.ac.uk

• UKOER Programme:   http://www.jisc.ac.uk/oer

• OER IPR Support: http://www.web2rights.com/OERIPRSupport/index.html

ALT-C 9th September 2010
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More useful links
• OER infoKit: https://openeducationalresources.pbworks.com/w/page/ 

24836480/Home
– “Learning and Teaching considerations” section:   

https://openeducationalresources.pbworks.com/w/page/25024702/Learning-and-
Teaching-considerations

• UKOER Pilot phase Synthesis and Evaluation report
– https://oersynth.pbworks.com/w/page/29688444/Pilot-Phase-Synthesis-and-

Evaluation-Report

• Open Nottingham Seminar: 
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/open/opennottinghamseminar/opennottinghamseminar.aspx

• Presentation: http://www.slideshare.net/cczss1/open-educational-resources-do-
save-time-and-students-do-use-them

• Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umcShiCs12o
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